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PAINT DEFENDER
SPRAY FILM
Protect your paint from rocks, sand, bugs and more with this revolutionary
spray-applied, long-lasting coating. ..

3M'" Paint Defender Spray Film
3M'" Paint Defender Spray Film 1 Ib 1.5 OZ (17.5 oz) 496 (jCan
3M'· Synthetic Wax Protectant 1 U.S. fl oz (29 mL) Packet of Wax

3M'· Paint Defender Spray Film Application Kit
1 Plastic Sheeting 4 yds x 5.33 yds (3.66 m x 4.88 m)
1 Masking Tape 1 in x 20 yds (2.4 cm x 18.2 m)

3M'" Paint Defender Spray Trigger

For best results, it is recommended to watch our nos-to video on
www.3MAuto.com before you begin the application.
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Click to see the video now. ~~

The 3M'" Paint Defender Spray Film can be applied to a variety of areas
including the vehicle's leading edge, hood, front bumper, fenders, mirrors,
rocker panels, and rear bumper. These directions for use are shown using
the leading edge of a vehicle. Although masking and taping is different for
each area of the vehicle, the other steps of the process are the same. To
view a video of masking and taping other areas, visit IWIW.3MAuto.com.

One can of 3M'" Paint Defender Spray Film will cover approximately
9-11 square feet using three coats for adequate coeraqe.

IMPORTANT - TIPS FOR APPLICATION
• Apply to a vehicle that has not been running for at least 8 hours.

The heat from the engine compartment can cause the hood to get warm
and dry the coating too quickly. This can result in a rough texture on the
surface of the coating.

• Apply at temperatures between 65°F - 90°F
• Allow coating to dry for approximately 2-4 hours
• Water resistant in 1 to 4 days, depending on temperature and sun

exposure. Park in direct sunlight once coating has dried to speed up
water resistance.

• Do not use this product on freshly coated paint, glass, or
unwaxed surfaces.

• Do not apply in direct sunlight or onto hot surfaces.

Directions for Use

Step 1 - Prepare Vehicle
1. Wash and dry the vehicle with Car Wash Soap and water.
2. Cover the floor from the front tires forward around the front of the

vehicle to capture any overspray. This can be done with a drop cloth,
newspaper, cardboard, etc.

Directions for Use (continued) _ _ L I __

Step 2 - Mask Vehicle

1. Pop your hood.
2. Unfold the plastic sheet to cover entire vehicle with the printed side

facing up. *Check closely to see that all folds of the plastic sheet
are unfolded. The last fold may be difficuH to see but it will
overlap in the very center of the plastic sheet near the printing.
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3. CuVfear a T- shaped slit in the masking film about 18 inches from the

front of the hood.

4. Tape masking film down to hood with a straight line.
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5. Lift hood and pull the masking film under the hood and into the engine
compartment. Place an object about 3"- 4" thick (i.e. roll of paper
towels, roll of tape, wood block) under the hood to prop ~ open. This
will create a larger gap between the hood and the vehicle.

6. Next, place a second line of tape overlapping the first line of tape.
The piece of tape will be removed later on while the coating is still-
wet. Create a "tab" at the end of the tape for easy removal. When you
remove this second line of tape, it creates an invisible edge between
your paint and the spray film. It is important to remove this tape line
while the spray film is still wet, otherwise it wililif! off.
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Placing second line of tape to
define the coating edge.

Removing the second line of tape
wllile coating is WET.

CAUTION: My sheeting that is loose could be blown into the wet coating
causing-defects~ Tape the sheeting securely around the vehicle to keep this
from happening.
7. IF NEEDED, mask off any exposed areas of the hood that you do not

wish to coat (i.e. plastic trim or molding, grill area, hood ornaments/
emblems).

8. Wax the area to be coated with 3M Synthetic Wax Protectant.
This will allow for easy removability when desired.
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Basics of Spraying
For best results, please read this entire section before you beg i~spraying.

I We also suggest watching the how to video on www.3MAuto.com.
This spray is different than what you might be accustomed to fom typical

I spray paint or another aerosol product. The 3M Paint Defender3pray Film's
viscosity is thicker than paint and the spray pattem is narrower. Use the
following techniques when spraying.
Keys to Spraying Success: Distance, Speed, and Pattern
Distance: Always hold the can nozzle 6 -8 inches from the su race

I A good frame of reference is the distance between your pinky md thumb
when fully extended..-,----

I Speed: This material needs to be sprayed at approximate~ 2 secods per foot.
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rI Note: Spray half of the area at a time. Y2 of the hood is about J feet across.
Count off 6 seconds for each pass left, and again for each pasl right.

I Pattern: A total of 3 coats will be applied over the designated area using
an altemating pattern (see diagram below)_ Note the left-to-rig~t passes,
then the up-and-down passes that represent coats 1 and 2. Olat 3 wi!! be

. coated the same as Coat 1. Apply 3 coats to one half of the hrnd before
I moving on to the other half. Slightly over lapping these passesas you move

down or across the panel will provide even coverage.iJ:i;~
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Spray beyond the edge of the panel on all passes to ensure
complete coverage near the panel edges.



Check Coating
The material will have a heavy orange-peel/lumpy appearance when applied
correctly. A white cross-hatch pattern will also be visible, this is normal. The
coating will self-level as it dries revealing a smooth, clear film.
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look for Adequate Coverage:
If the coating has been applied too light it will have a "pin-hole" or "dry"
appearance.
If the coating has been applied too heavy, it will look thick, white, and will
lack the desired orange peel/lumpy appearance.

"Too Light" "Correct Application" "Too Heavy"
Touch-Up
You have about 10 minutes to check for any light areas and to add more
material using the spraying techniques. Additional material added after
more than 10 minutes may result in a textured surface.
If the coating is too heavy, stop spraying and let the coating dry. The final
appearance may have a run or sag in the heavy areas.
Note: If you would like to test spraying to see how the liquid disperses,
you can pick an area on your vehicle to rnask and tape. Simply test it by
spraying that area.
Step 3 -Sp.r~Yi!1gJbeSpray fi!l1J_ .__,___ __ __~"._ ...
1, Shake the can for 1 minute before use,
2. Attach the spray trigger to the top of the aerosol can by sliding it over

the metal ring. Be sure the can's nozzle tip is centered within the gap I

of the spray trigger,
*00 NOT engage the red trigger while attaching it to the can; this
will result in damage to the aerosol nozzle.
CAUTION: There is potential for build-up of material around the nozzle
area of the spray can. By starting and stopping the spray frequently, this
chance increases. A continuous spray will produce the best coating
results.
If the spray does produce splatter or clurnps, wipe the nozzle tip and
surrounding area as needed and retest the spray on the plastic sheeting
before continuing, If splatter or Clumps are on tile vehicle, do not
attempt to fix them, they will flatten out during the drying process.
3. Spray the product using the process and techniques described in

"BASICS OF SPRAYING".

Step 4: Remove the Masking Tape
1. Once the spraying is complete, immediately remove the last layer of

tape that was applied, This is the tape layer that is touching the edge
of the wet coating. Avoid touching the wet coating as this will result in
defects in the final appearance.
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If the coating dries before this tape layer is removed, it can result in the
coating peeling off with the tape.

Once the spray application is complete and the tape layer on the edge of
the wet coating has been removed, the coated area should like this.
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2. Allow the coating to dry for approximately 2-4 hours,
3. Clear the nozzle for storage. Turn the can upside down and spray from

nozzle until coating no longer comes out.
4. After coating is dry, remove the remaining tape and plastic sheeting

from the vehicle. - --
5. Spray Film fully cures and is water resistant in approximately 1-4 days

depending on the outside temperature and sun exposure. Park your
car in direct sunlight to speed up the cure time as additional heat can
help accelerate the cure time. Avoid rain and car washes during this
time as this could adversely affect the appearance.

Paint Defender Spray Film Care Instructions
• Avoid car washes with brushes as these may scratch or otherwise

damage the spray film.
• You may wax the surface after the coating has cured for 4 days,
• Avoid glass cleaners and other cleaners that contain ammonia.

Removing the Coating
• To remove the film, pick an edge with your fingernail followed by peeling

the coating from the surface, If the entire vehicle panel has been covered,
score the coating all the way around the panel using your fingernail being
careful not to scratch the underlying paint. Once scored, the coating can
be peeled off.

• If residue remains after peeling, clean using a glass cleaner or soak with
hot soapy water and then clean with a soft towel.

WARNING! Paint Defender Hazards: Contents under pressure. May
cause eye and skin irritation. May irritate the nose and throat and cause
dizziness, headache or nausea, Contact with liquid can cause frostbite,
Intentional misuse by deliberately concentrating and inhaling the contents
may be harmful or fatal. WARNING! Synthetic Wax Protectant Hazards:
Combustible liquid and vapor. Vapor harmful. May irritate the eyes, skin, nose
and throat and cause dizziness, headache or nausea. Intentional misuse by
deliberately concentrating and inhaling the contents may be harmful or fatal.
Contains a chemical(s) which can cause cancer.
ffiWARNING: Discard film immediately after removal. To avod danger of
suffocation, keep this film away from babies and children. Thinfilm may cling
to nose and mouth and prevent breathing. THIS IS NOT A TOY.
PRECAUTIONS: Keep away from heat and flame. Avoid eye and skin
contact Avoid breathing of vapors, mists or spray. Use only with adequate
ventilation. Do not swallow. Do not puncture or incinerate (burn) container.
Store at temperatures below 120°F (49°C). Wash thoroughly after handling.
Close container after each use.
FIRST AID: Eye/Skin Contact: Flush eyes/skin with large anounts of
water. If signs/symptoms develop, get medical attention Skin Contact:
Wash affected area with soap and water. If signs/symptoms develop, get
medical attention. Inhalation: Remove person to fresh air. If signs/symptoms
develop, get medical attention. If Swallowed: Do not induce vomiting.
Get medical attention. NOTE TO PHYSICIANS: Exposure may increase
myocardial irritability. Do not administer sympathomimetic dru~s unless
absolute!y necessary.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
CONTAltJS: Paint Defender: Water (7732-18-5); Dimethyl Ether
(115-10-6); Polyurethane Polymer (Trade Secret). SynthetiC Wax
Protectant: Water (7732-18-5); Stoddard Solvent (8052-41-3);
Decarnethylcyclopentasiloxane (541-02-6); Hydrotreated Light Petroleum
Distillates (64742-47-8); Ceramic Materials And Wares, Chemicals (66402-
68-4); Dodecamethylcyclohexasiloxane (540-97-6); SiloxanesAnd Silicones,
Di-Me, [[[3-[(2-Aminoethyl)AminojPropyljDimethyoxysilyljOxyj-Terminated
(71750-80-6); Isopropyl Alcohol (67-63-0); Siloxanes and Silicones, Di-Me,
Hydroxy-Terminated, Reaction Products with Trimethoxymethylsilane and
N-[3-(Trimethoxysilyl)Propylj-1 ,2-Ethanediamine (69430-37-1); Cumene (98-
82-8); Ethylbenzene (100-41-4),

VOC INFORMATION: Please consult Federal, State and Local Regulations.
Paint Defender: This product: VOC less than 26%. Coating Category: Clear
Coatings, Reactivity Limit = 1.50. This product: MIR less equal to 0.30 g
03/g product. SynthetiC Wax Protectant: This productVOC less than 14%.

Warranty and Limited Remedy: 3M warrants that each 3M Droduct
meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 3M :hIPS the
product 3M MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRAlJTIES OR
CONDITIONS, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDflON OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSf. If the
3M product does not conform to this warranty, the sole and exrlusive
remedy is, at 3M's option, replacement of the 3M product or nfund of the
purchase price.
Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M viii not
be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M produCt. whether
direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardlessDf the legal
theory asserted.
Additional Product Safety and Health Information Source:
Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS 31 -5559-5) or:
3M Automotive Aftermarket Division
3M Center, Bldg. 223-6N-01
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000
1-877-MMM-CARS (1-877-666-2277) or 651-737-6501
wvvw.3MAuto.com
Made in the USA with US and globally sourced materials.
© 3M 2013. All rights reserved.
3M is a trademark of 3M Company. 34-8711-4799-6


